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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE: ‘Honeypot’ is a relatively new buzzword in the network security community. These
days it regularly appears in security magazines, websites, books and even in news media. In this
thesis, I got the opportunity to study this new research direction where network defender gains
some advantage by using deception. Due to the great interest among the security community, this
research field has taken off very well, achieving several goals which were unexpected initially. The
purpose of this thesis work is to study the contributions of honeypot research in the field of network
security and its impact on the security industry.

1.2 THESIS OVERVIEW:  This thesis is organized in 8 chapters.

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the present situation in the security industry. It explains what is the
purpose of honeypots and where do they fit-in in the game between blackhat and a whitehat. The
traditional security tools firewalls and NIDS are discussed including their purposes and
shortcomings.

Chapter 3 tries to classify the honeypots based on the level of interaction and the amount of
information they gather. We will also discuss the risks and weigh the factors that should be
considered to decide what kind of honeypot that should be used.

Chapter 4 looks into various terms and technologies that emerged after the novel honeynet project
(www.honeynet.org) has started.

Once the honeypot is compromised, the next step is forensic analysis. Computer forensics is an art.
Understanding what the attacker has done or what information he has left, is no easy task. In
chapter 5 we attempt to investigate forensic procedures with respect to honeypot research.

If the attacker keeps coming, how long can you delude him? If he finds out that he is being trapped
he may spend more time and energy to target your network.Chapter 6 will look at honeypot
defeating techniques and the risks involved in the use of honeypots.

Chapter 7 looks into the practical applications that have emerged out of the honeypot concept as an
effort of the research community around the world. These research efforts are discussed in positive
as well as critical aspects.

Chapter 8 investigates some future research directions in honeypot technology and the importance
of customization and difficulties involved in doing so.

Chapter 9 contains conclusions form this thesis work.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND FOR SECURITY TOOLS

Internet has seen a phenomenal increase since its birth in 1969 with 4 nodes. Internet is one of the
complex systems man has ever built.  Knowingly or unknowingly we depend on this complex
system in our daily life.  In the 21st century, Internet is an almost indispensable part of our life.
Internet certainly made our life faster simpler and easier (if you look at the good side of it).  Along
with comforts, Internet also brings pain. It is impossible to make this huge and complex system to
work perfectly. Internet provides bad people with ample opportunities to commit crimes and hide.
These malicious people take advantage of vulnerabilities in hardware, operating systems, protocols,
application software etc. or combinations of them.  In a report from CERT, Carnegie Melon
University, the number of vulnerabilities in software systems increases every year.

Figure1.  Statistics from [Ref01].

Over the years malicious hackers have developed sophisticated techniques and effective tools to
maximise the impact on their prey. These latest attack tools (eg: Nessus) exploit vulnerabilities as a
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part of scanning activity increasing the speed of propagation. The time gap between vulnerability
finding and large scale exploitation of that vulnerability has decreased greatly.  This resulted in less
time to react by the security personnel of a network.  In the recent years these attack tools have
become polymorphic and self initiating, making the network defenders job even more difficult [Ref
02].  The number of people who are capable of writing exploits is increasing.  Traditionally two
important components security industry has been using are ‘Firewalls’ and ‘IDSs’.

2.1 Firewalls

A firewall is a device on the network perimeter that allows some traffic to pass through while
blocking other traffic. Network firewalls basically provide an access control mechanism between
networks. Depending on the method of functionality, firewalls can be categorised into different
types. The most basic form of firewalls is stateless and many firewalls filter the traffic based on
source or destination of the traffic. These types of firewalls often don’t maintain state information
about connections initiated from within the network. When a connection is initiated from the
network to the outside Internet, replies should be allowed from outside. So these kinds of firewalls
can be defeated easily by tagging the packet with ACK flag. Stateful firewalls maintain state
information in a table.   Application proxy firewalls inspect data up to application layer. Generally,
application data in the incoming packet is checked to make sure it is consistent with the specified
protocol and also checked for any known attack payloads.  Firewalls have become very popular
because of ease with which they can be deployed. Though firewalls can contribute significantly in
network security, its functionality should be well understood about what to expect from it and what
not to. A very good FAQ’s on firewall is given at [Ref 03].

Though firewalls have been effective to some extent, much more has to be done to be more secure.
Firstly firewalls are not meant to defend from all types of threats; there even exist some techniques
to pierce through firewalls as explained above. It is not easy to set firewall rules for a network,
because of the dynamic nature of traffic requirements on a network. For example some people
inside the network will complain about unavailability of some service and firewall rules may have
to be changed.  Firewalls are not very good in stopping insider attacks.  Firewalls alone are not
sufficient for defence in depth.  Many organisations allow people to bring laptops and use them
inside their corporate networks.  If their home network is not well protected and once these infected
systems are inside the perimeter of a host network, firewalls don’t have much to do in controlling
the packet movement from the infected computer to the network inside the firewall perimeter.

Implementation problems of firewalls could also be exploited in different ways. A search in Cisco
PIX firewall in ‘securityfocus.com’ vulnerabilities database returned 6  results in year 2006 until
August. As the firewalls are stuffed with various functionalities (like virus scan, QoS checks etc) ,
more code needs to run and that gives greater  possibilities for more vulnerabilities.

2.2 IDSs
Intrusion detection refers to a variety of technologies aiming to achieve detecting and or reporting
of intrusion attempts. Logging the events on a computer system is the basic form of intrusion
detection, since it can help you detect any potential intrusion attempt. The more advanced tools like
intrusion detection systems (IDS) will identify a suspicious event that could potentially be an
intrusion attempt. But the problem is, these systems are far from perfect. The number of false
positives is very high. IDSs can be categorized mainly as host based IDSs and network based IDSs.

Network Intrusion detection systems will help you warn about a potential unauthorised intrusion in
your network. These are basically of two types.  1) Signature based IDS 2) Anomaly based IDS
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2.2.1 Signature based IDS and their evasion

Signature based intrusion detection systems:  In this category, The NIDS will check the packet
content against known traffic signatures which can be harmful.  Whenever it encounters any
signature in its database, the NIDS can generate an alert or can terminate the connection. The
signature database should be constantly updated.

Evading signature based NIDS: Here I would like to discuss a few evading techniques. The list of
discussed techniques is no way a complete list.

Scenario 1:-

Figure2 [Ref04].

 Normally NIDS will maintain session information for some time so that it can merge fragments
and look for signatures. In the scenario shown in the above figure, the timeout for NIDS is set as 15
sec and the timeout for the victim is 30 seconds. The attacker can exploit this situation and divide
the attack packet into two fragments and send the second fragment after more than 15 seconds but
less than 30 seconds(after the first fragment was sent). The NIDS will drop the previous fragment
but the victim still merges the two fragments so the attack will be successful.
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Scenario 2:-

Figure3 [Ref04]

In another situation, if the target computer has a lesser period of timeout value for fragment
reassembly than the NIDS machine timeout values, NIDS evasion is still possible. Like in the
above figure the NIDS has timeout value 60 seconds and the target machine has 30 seconds. In step
one, some non-malicious fragments (with careful fragment numbers) will be sent by the attacker to
the target machine. Both NIDS and target machine will keep those packets and wait for more
fragments to reassemble. In step 2, after 30 seconds the target (victim) machine will drop the
fragments but the NIDS still keeps them. In step 3, malicious fragments are sent from the attacker.
The NIDS will merge these fragments with the non-malicious fragments sent in step one as shown
above. But the victim will only keep the malicious fragments and merge them as a successful attack
in step 4.

A small but good discussion on evading NIDS is available at [Ref 04], [Ref05]

2.2.2 Anomaly based IDS and their evasion

Anomaly based IDS: This kind of IDS depends on modelling normal system or network behaviour
and uses that information to detect any anomaly behaviour.  So the assumption is that any anomaly
behaviour is potentially a security violation. This assumption could cause many false positives.
Secondly profiling a normal behaviour of a system, user or application etc is not an easy task.
There are techniques available for profiling normal behaviour like statistical anomalies, predictive
pattern generation etc. But if the attacker carefully studies how the profiling of a normal behaviour
is done using a particular anomaly based IDS, he might limit his attack to normal accepted system
behaviour. Before attacking he could also train an abnormal behaviour emanating form a genuine
attack to be treated as a normal behaviour. This he can do over an extended period of time training
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the IDS by sending abnormal behaviour as normal behaviour. So if an attack is launched after that,
the IDS treats that as normal behaviour.  But on the good side, they can catch new and unknown
attacks.

IDSs are also popular and are now widely used in the industry.  However it is not impossible to
evade a NIDS and if a malicious signature is not in the database, it will pass through the NIDS
without any warning. One more problem is the number of false positives that they generate.  It is a
difficult task for the network administrator to go through all the warnings and analyse them.  He
can easily miss a real threat while doing so.

2.3 Cyberdeception

Both firewalls and IDSs have proved very useful security tools. However, they would not fill the
whole gap. In computer security there is nothing like an ultimate defending weapon. There has to
be several layers of defence. A relatively new concept in the whitehat community is Deception.
However, although deception was accepted in the computer security community in the recent years,
this was not entirely new.  One of the early successful applications of cyber-deception was carried
out by Clifford Stoll at Lawrence Berkeley Lab in the early 80s.  When he found a hacker entered
into computers in his lab, he decided to follow his movements without stopping him.  He tracked
all his movements without the intruder’s knowledge, thereby deceiveing him.  This helped Cliff to
understand what his intentions were, what he was doing to the system, how he was moving around.
It was only after he carefully followed the hacker, that Cliff could be able to understand many
things right from what vulnerability he exploited to take control of the system and what the intruder
was looking for to how he is moving around the system etc.  The final result of his work was
successful tracking of a spy and his arrest [Ref06].

In an other work by Bill Cheswick at AT&T in 1991, he followed the intruder resulting in his work
"An evening with Berford”[Ref07].

1999 - A small group of people started the honeynet project with certain goals
2004 - The honeynet project was improved with honeywall etc.

Deception was successfully used in conventional warfare in many instances in the past. Cyber
deception takes many advantages from its counterpart in conventional warfare. But deception is not
as easy as you might think at first. You may come up with state-of-the art deception techniques, but
if it is not perceived by the enemy in an intended way, you haven't succeeded in your objective.
Just like in conventional warfare, cyber-deception brings some risks also. For example, your enemy
might know about your decoy and intentions.  She might use the intelligence in favour of her evil
intentions.

2.4 Honeypots and its definition

This thesis is about Honeypots.  Honeypots are decoy servers placed inside your network for the
sole purpose of luring intruders towards the honeypot and studying them.  The study could involve
several issues like how he got into the network, what he is trying to do once he is inside, the level
of his expertise etc.  And the means of studying is by deception. That means, he will be forced to
believe (to our advantage) that it is a production system with valuable data and services.

Definition: according to Lance Spitzner “A honeypot is an information system resource
whose value lies in unauthorized or illicit use of that resource”.  [Ref08]
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2.5 Some of the advantages of honeypots are

1) Easy to deploy, inexpensive.
2) Lesser data compared to NIDS. That means less man-power required for analysis.
3) Reduced false positives.
3) Almost no false-negative records. NIDS may miss attacks unknown to it. But most of the traffic
coming to the honeypot is suspicious.
5) The attacker can be directed towards a honeypot (not guaranteed but it looks preferable to
attacker and may spend some time there) and security personnel will have time to identify the
impending attack and secure the production systems more effectively.

Disadvantages

1) Even though the cost is less, they could be cumbersome to maintain.
2) Legal problems may arise.
3) Forensic analysis consumes more time on research honeypots.  This is not a real downside
because people who are going for research honeypots are willing to throw some sweat on forensics
job.
4) Loosely configured honeypots could be used as a source of attack.  This can be a real problem
for an organisation maintaining it.
5) Narrow field of view, it can only see traffic coming to it.
6) Risk of being fingerprinted.  However this risk level depends on the intended purpose of
honeypots.

In the next chapter we discuss the classification issues of honeypots and factors to consider before
deploying one inside your network.
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CHAPTER3

CLASSIFIATION OF HONEYPOTS AND DEPLOYMENT ARCHITECTURES

Honeypots are mainly classified as High interaction and Low interaction.  However other
classifications like Virtual honeypot & Real honeypot is also in the literature.
a) High & low interaction
b) Virtual & real

3.1 Low interaction honeypot: These kinds of honeypots are emulations of operating systems and
other services. And the emulation is not complete in the sense that low interaction honeypots can’t
behave exactly like the original services or operating systems that they are emulating since they are
programmed to imitate common behavioural responses.

3.1.1Example:
Honeyd is one of the popular open source low interaction honeypot. It can emulate different
operating systems running several different services. We can direct all the free IP address traffic
and Honeyd can be configured to emulate a network topology suitable to our liking. Due to
unavailability of access to free IP addresses, I could not install honeyd as a field test. It requires
access to free IP addresses and a modified routing table at the router in order to direct the traffic to
the machine running Honeyd.

Figure 4 [Ref09].

A small description of Honeyd: - As shown in the figure, 10.0.0.2 is the real machine running the
‘Honeyd’ program. It will simulate several different machines with available free IP addresses.
Each virtual machine can be configured to simulate several different services. The route 10.0.0.1
knows the route for these virtual honeypots are indeed in the 10.0.0.2 real machine. We can
configure a small network inside the real machine including routers, network topology etc.
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Advantages of low interaction honeypots
----------
1) The main advantage is the quick and easy installation
2) Maintenance and customisation of low interaction honeypots often involves only changes to
configuration files. Some commercial software comes with GUI, making things much easier.
3) The risk is very small because it is not possible to upload malicious software like rootkits.

Disadvantages
1) Its limited emulation of services might allow attacker to fingerprint the honeypot easily and thus
may want to move away.
2) The amount of information it can collect is limited, because it can engage with an attacker in a
limited way, essentially limiting our ability to understand the attacker.

3.2 High interaction honeypot: - These are full systems with real hardware, real OS and real
services. These kinds of honeypots have the ability to capture a good amount of data, have high
value in research purposes, and are more risky as well.  It is important to have some mechanism to
control the outgoing traffic and capturing encrypted traffic etc. So there will be some difference
from normal production computers to honeypots (in terms of its behaviour) , but we have to be
careful so that the difference is minimal and difficult to be identified by the attacker

Figure 5 [Ref10].

In the figure above, the three honeypots are indeed real computers running real services. In the
above setup, the three honeypots could be running three different operating systems with various
different services running on them. The honeywall is a special firewall that is deployed to control
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outward traffic from honeypots. The architecture including the honeypots and the honeywall is
called a honeynet.

Advantages of high interaction honeypots:
1) It can collect more data so it is easy to find more information about an intruder's technical skill
level, his intentions etc…
2) Using high interaction honeypots, it is possible to study unknown vulnerabilities and exploits of
computer systems and newer methods of compromising system security.

Disadvantages:

1) It is not simple to deploy a computer system and consider it as a high interaction honeypot. You
need to make it more attractive for an attacker and at the same time make it difficult for him to
identify as honeypot. So deploying and maintaining of high interaction honeypots is a complex
task.
2) Attackers could exploit the full functionality of operating systems and services as they are real
ones. That means they can disable the honeypot features like the logging mechanism etc.
3) Conducting forensic procedures could be lengthy and requires a good level of expertise in the
field.

3.3 Virtual honeypot: Here virtual means that this honeypot does not run on its own physical
machine. Nevertheless a whole operating system will be run in user space.  The operating system is
not simulated, so it can do all the things a regular OS can do, but does not have control over the
hardware it runs on. Normally these are high interaction honeypots.

Figure 6 [Ref11].
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In the above figure, the three guest OSs are running as processes inside the host operating system.
But the guest OSs are indeed full operating systems. They can run other application programs
inside them. Their behaviour is almost like a normal operating system.
Example: VMware, User Mode Linux.  VMware is a commercial version while UML is an open
source edition of virtualisation software.
As a field test I have installed User Mode Llinux and set it as a honeypot.  Setting up the UML as a
honeypot was a painful task. I found difficulty in setting up networking and keystroke logging (for
honeypots purposes) facilities because of lack of proper documentation.

Advantages of virtual honeypots:

1) They are cost effective. We can run more than one honeypot on one single system.
2) The behaviour of these honeypots is very similar to high interaction honeypots since it runs full
versions of services and operating systems.
3) Keystroke logging is easier, and it is difficult for the attacker to disable the logging facility or
remove the logs, since logging is done by the underlying operating system.

Disadvantages:

1) They are not very difficult to identify, because there will be a significant difference in the
performance of the system. System resources like RAM will have to be shared between virtualised
operating systems. It is difficult to make an attacker believe that an email server of a company is
running on a system with 128MB memory.
2) Once identified, virtualisation software can potentially be compromised, which could lead to
undesired situations like a hacker using  the honeypot to attack other systems on the network or
internet.

3.4 Real honeypot:  "Real honeypot" means that the decoy is running on a real physical system.
Neither the operating system nor services are emulated.

3.5 Strategy before deploying the honeypot inside your network

1) List what advantages you are expecting out of a honeypot.
2) Start with a Low interaction honeypot.  They are easy to deploy and to maintain.  They pose

lesser risk.
3) Honeypots are not just tools that can be deployed and left alone. They need continuous care

and management. Expect deployed honeypots to consume some human-hours during their
operation. According to honeynet alliance, 1 hour of intruder activity will consume
approximately 40 human hours of forensic analysis on a high interaction honeypot [Ref08].

4) Discuss with management and take approval from all parties involved.
5) Data capture and data control, are important parts of honeypot architecture. It is important

to constantly review these two aspects of maintaining honeypots.
6) Cost estimation of managing honeypots and proper assessment of return of investment are

crucial when considering honeypots in your production environment. Return of investment
is the value we associate with the benefits we get out of the system deployed. The problem
with calculating ROI is, often the benefits we get out of a system is in terms of reputation,
minimised damage etc. It is difficult to define these kinds of benefits financially.
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CHAPTER 4

RELATED TERMS IN HONEYPOT RESEARCH LITERATURE

As several people have been involved in honeypot related research, the number of terms associated
with this concept also increased. In this chapter, an introduction of some these terms will be
presented. Understanding these terms will make it easier to peruse any honeypot research paper.

4.1)Honeynet
Generation I Honeynet:  The difference between a honeypot and honeynet is, a honeypot is a
computer system which an attacker is allowed to work on,  while a honeynet is an architecture
involving one or more honeypots and other systems for logging, data control and data
capture etc.

Generation II Honeynet: These are the improvements to Gen I. They have better logging facility
for encrypted traffic.  Data control also has been improved from Gen I. Gen II honeynets will try to
sanitize the outgoing traffic from the honeypot so that honeypots may not be used to mount attacks
on other computers on the Internet

4.2) Honeycomb: This is an automatic signature creation system for unknown worms and viruses.
A detailed explanation of its working is given in chapter 7.

4.3) Honeywall : This is a firewall for honeypot traffic with added functionalities like
control(number of outgoing connections) and traffic mutation (changing the malicious signatures in
the outgoing packets to prevent the honeypot from being used to attack other computers).

4.4) Honeypot farms: Since honeypot maintenance is a complicated task, some people are
proposing outsourcing this dirty task to experts. The idea is all the traffic coming to the honeypot in
your network is stealthily passed to a remote location, which is called a honeypot farm. This is a
good way of saving some money, because not all companies can afford to hire a computer security
specialist to maintain a honeypot. We don’t know when our honeypot will be attacked. So most of
the times our honeypot specialist will be sitting idle. So honeypot farms are a practical way of
maintaining an organisation’s honeypots.
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Figure 7  [Ref08].

As shown in the figure, honeypots located in the internal networks A and B will redirect all the
traffic to the honeypot farm. This will be done stealthily (like, modifying the hop count in the
packet header etc.) in order to evade suspicion from the attacker. But an advanced hacker can
measure the response times and can smell something rotten in Denmark. But the main disadvantage
of honeypot farms is the concept of outsourcing the security. It is still in debate whether it is a good
idea to outsource security. Bruce Schneider made some argument in favour of outsourcing security
[Ref12]. But many are understandably sceptical.

4.5) Google hacking honeypot (GHH): - Search engines like Google are very powerful at
indexing your private data from the websites unless extra care has been taken. A Google honeypot
will help you find if someone is using search engines to gather information about your network.
Here you will allow some information to be indexed by search engines, and the attacker will
somehow use that information to attack you further.  Google hacking is very useful from an
attacker’s point of view because he can get lots of information about the network without actually
sending a packet to the network. So the surveillance through  Google won’t alert any IDS. A GHH
will catch these kinds of hackers by letting Google  index some special information. This
information is not available to normal users surfing your company’s web pages. So the attacker,
after getting this info from the Google database, will finally send some malicious packets or further
probes to your network, and you can easily see this because you are waiting for this kind of action
from a potential attacker.

The risk level of GHH honeypots is less than that of other types.
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4.6) Honeymonkeys:
Strider honeymonkeys project, started by Microsoft research, attempts to find web browser
vulnerabilities.  Honeymonkeys are internet browsing clients running on virtual machines.
Browsers like Internet Explorer will surf the web and record any file/registry read/write operations.
If upon visiting a URL, a file is written outside the browser’s temporary folder, it is a malicious
URL.  Browsers with different patch levels will run on different honeymonkeys.  If a lower patched
browser is successfully exploited by a URL, then the same URL is visited by a higher patched
browser on a different honeymonkey.  This way, if a fully patched browser has been exploited by
any web URL, then it is a zero-day exploit.

Finding a zero-day exploit is an ideal application of honeymonkeys, but they can be useful in other
ways. HM research people claimed that they have found 752 malicious URL's within the first four
months. People typically use search engines before visiting many websites.  The information
obtained by the honeymonkeys about malicious URL's can be shared by the search engine websites
like Google, Yahoo, MSN etc. and can be blocked in the search results. Microsoft says they are
blocking these identified malicious URLs in the search results of MSN search.  The Honeymonkey
team claimed that they found a zero day exploit, but the mentioned exploit was already released in
public, but Microsoft had not published a patch for that exploit by that time. Meanwhile
Honeymonkey was exploited using that exploit.

4.7) Honeyclients: Honeyclients basically help to detect attacks on software clients by malicious
servers. This is more like the Strider honeymonkeys project from Microsoft.
(www.honeyclient.org)

4.8) Honeystat: Honeystat is a system to try to find out the local worm propagation in a network
using statistical analysis of the LAN.

4.9) Wi-fi honeypots: Wi-fi hacking is commonplace for various reasons. The most notable benefit
of wi-fi hacking is free internet access. However, serious hackers could use loosely secured access
points to mount a serious corporate attack. The first organised wi-fi honeypot project city wide was
started in Washington City to understand wi-fi hackers [Ref13]. The good thing about this project is
that many hackers would be scared away from attempting anything illegal if they know that
wireless honeypots are deployed in that city.

The list of terms relating to honeypots is increasing day by day. The above mentioned list is not a
complete list. Searching Google news website on a monthly basis is a good way of looking for new
terms and applications relating to honeypots.
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CHAPTER5

HONEYPOT FORENSICS

Caveat: This chapter is not meant to give extensive information about computer forensics. This  is
certainly not a  step by step guide to gather legal evidence. This chapter doesn't even suggest  the
best procedure to conduct forensic investigations on the compromised computer. Since the focus of
this thesis work is not about computer forensics, I will only give an introduction about it and
comment on a few things like what procedure may result in what results.

Forensics in general and ‘honeypot forensics’ differ in a few ways. For example honeypot forensics
don’t have tough requirements like careful evidence handling for legal purposes.

As suggested by honeynet project members, one hour of hacker activity on a honeypot could take
about 40 hours of forensic study [Ref08]. The main goal of forensic job on a honeypot is mainly to
study the attacker’s techniques and his tools, not to prosecute the aggressor. So extreme care data
handling procedures are not required (however should be followed for the sake of accuracy) and
that makes forensic procedures much easier than a regular forensic investigation by law authorities.
One other difference is that in a honeypot forensics scenario, you do not have access to the
attacker’s computer.

Forensic procedure is an art in itself. It involves extraction, examination, preservation, analysis and
interpretation of computer based evidence.

To understand the techniques, tools and motives of the attacker the two main components are
computer system forensics and network forensics.

5.1 Computer system forensics: By computer based forensics, I mean applying forensic science to
computer based material. This normally involves investigating what information can be retrieved or
interpreted from the storage media like hard disks. In case of live forensics (when the system is
switched on), copy of RAM contents may also be taken to analyse the data and state of operating
system data structures etc. But live forensics need expensive equipment and the procedure is also
more complicated. Normally honeypot research does not need live forensics.

There are some standard precautions to be taken before starting to work on the computer. Some
standard guidelines while starting forensic work:
i) Work on the copy, not on the original: We should start with an image of the evidence. This way
we can preserve the original image and work from start by taking another copy of its image if
needed.
ii) Take hash values of all data: Hash values of data will help determine the integrity of it in future.
Two standard hash algorithms are MD5 and SHA-2
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iii) Document all forensic actions on the data: It is a good practice to document the forensic actions
on the evidence. It helps other people to understand it and also speed up the procedure just in case
any action has to be repeated on the data.

 5.2 Network forensics: Network forensics is about analysing the network data . All the data
coming from the network may not necessarily reside on the target computer. We can simulate the
attack again using network forensics to better understand each step of a successful attack or an
unsuccessful attempt. Network forensics is very important from the honeypot perspective. To make
the network forensic work easy, a honeywall will log all the traffic to and from the honeypot. Any
encrypted traffic to the honeypot for example SSH traffic can be transported after the decryption,
from the honeypot to another safe computer on the same network using a covert channel.

5.3) Reverse engineering: Normally once an attack on a honeypot is successful, hackers download
binaries onto the honeypot and use them for different purposes like attacking other machines or
installing a backdoor or IRC chat servers etc. Reverse engineering is an art of decompiling the
binary into the source code format and understand what the program’s functionality is. Reverse
engineering is an essential part of a honeypot research. It mainly helps in understanding the
techniques and tools used by the attacker. This part of the work in honeypot forensics requires a
great deal of technical understanding and consumes a good amount of time.
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CHAPTER6

DEFEATING HONEYPOTS

Here the term ‘defeating’ means identifying the existence of a honeypot and/or proceeding to
disable some crucial functions on the honeypot by the attacker. For example, disabling the
keystroke logging mechanism will reduce the power of a honeypot. Techniques by hackers to use
honeypots for attacking other networks or computers will not be discussed in this chapter.

Publicly known stealth techniques are prone to be compromised.  The attacker has more time to
analyse our deception strategy offline and can potentially develop a method to counter it.  Since the
value of a honeypot will be greatly reduced by mere identification of itself, it is not easy to feed
honey to an experienced attacker for a long time. In this regard, some people even disputed the
usefulness of honeypots. However, research won’t move forward if no one shares anything.

The process of identifying the existence of a honeypot from the attacker’s perspective could be at
two levels 1) Network level 2) System level.

6.1 Network level identification of honeypots: In this method, the attacker looks at the packets
coming from the target system as a result of various different interactions with the network stack of
that system. The attacker can observe abnormal characteristics in the network packets which can
help in guessing whether the target system is a honeypot. If the attacker is outside of the network
where the target system belongs, he can only see until layer 3(IP layer) of the responses from the
target system. If he is inside the same network as that of the target system, it is possible to sniff the
layer 2 traffic as well. On a data link layer packet, we can watch the dubious looking MAC address
to sense something wrong. For example the Labrea tarpit program (labrea.sourceforge.com) uses a
specific MAC address and can easily be distinguished. Other low interactions honeypots (which are
actually simulated systems) use a dubiously looking fake hardware address. High interaction
honeypots are often real honeypots and do not simulate hardware address.

But often the attacker sits outside the network where the target system is. It is still possible to
differentiate IP packet responses from a honeypot and that of real systems.
A bug in Honeyd versions prior to 1.5 will allow Honeyd to respond to some carefully crafted
illegal packets and to give the information about which IP addresses are used by the Honeyd. So the
attacker will easily know what IPs are not having real hardware.  This is an implementation
problem. From version 1.5, the bug has been fixed. Some problems are more inherent to the
concept of honeypots. For example "bait ‘n switch" systems change the target host if it detects that
a malicious activity is going on. You can observe sudden changes in IP addresses and variations in
TCP values like RTT and TTL values etc.

Generation-II high interaction honeypots as explained in chapter 3 send the keystrokes to another
host using the data link layer (using hardware a address). It captures the keystrokes using the read ()
system calls to make sure unencrypted keystrokes are logged. The Sebek rootkit, which was
developed by the honeynet project team for this purpose ,sends 100 bytes of traffic of data to the
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Sebek server, even if 1 byte is read on the system. So if repeated read calls are made on the
honeypot system to read 1 byte each time, it would congest the network traffic. And if the honeypot
is pinged from an outside host before and during the execution of a read call, you can clearly see a
huge difference in the response time of the host because of the increased congestion caused by the
data capture tool on the honeypot. This works in Sebek client server model. But if the keystroke
logging is done on the same host, then it doesn't have to send the logging traffic to another host. In
that case the attacker can try connecting to different hosts on internet from the honeypot (assuming
the attacker has gained privilege on the honeypot to initiate network connections). Normally
honeypot deployers take extreme care that their honeypots are not used for attacking other
computers on the internet, since that could lead to legal problems. So they either stop outgoing
connections or allow few of them. In the case that they allow outgoing connections from the
honeypot other than to the attackers own machine, they make sure the outgoing traffic don't include
malicious signatures. Attackers can probe these special features of honeypots and make some
guesswork.

6.2 System level issues in defeating the honeypots: In this method, the attacker probes the actual
system, not just observing the responses of the network stack of the target system. Meaning, the
attacker looks at the data structures of the operating system or files existing on the system or
observing the responses of some commands on the target system. For this process to be carried out,
the attacker has to have acquired a login on the target system somehow. And after that the attacker
can probe the system to find if there is anything suspicious in it.

Virtual machines like VMWare and UML are not difficult to identify. There are several places to
look into like hardware addresses, kernel messages while loading the OS ('dmesg' command  in
Linux) etc. It should be mentioned that the above tests only can lead to the conclusion that the
machine is a virtual one, but that doesn't mean it is a honeypot. There are several legitimate
applications that run on virtual machines. User mode operating systems were not written for the
honeypot purposes. The attacker has to do other guesswork (like the probability of a particular
service run on a virtual machine) before concluding it is a honeypot.

High interaction honeypots running on real machines are specifically set up to lure advanced
hackers. Some care would be taken to hide that fact from the attacker as much as possible.
The two main challenges of high interaction honeypots deployment are ‘Data capture’ and ‘Data
control’.  To capture encrypted traffic on a honeypot, there has to be a program running on the
honeypot.  Since it is assumed that a honeypot would be completely compromised, running a secret
program is not easy.  Sebek, a rootkit that can log all the traffic to the honeypot, was developed by
the honeynet alliance as a part of their research.  It is an open source tool.  Not long after it was
announced, people came up with techniques to defeat Sebek.  Sebek is a kernel module inserted as
a hidden module. It basically reads the traffic by hijacking the system read() call. The command
‘lsmod’ on Unix machines won't show the existence of the hidden  module ‘Sebek’. However, a
program called ‘module hunter’ by madsys can reveal the presence of Sebek [Ref14].

All of the attacker’s traffic including his keystrokes on the honeypot is logged at the Sebek server
host which is one hop away from the honeypot through data link layer traffic as shown in the
following figure.
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Figure 8 [Ref15].

In the above figure, the honeywall gateway and Sebek server program need not be on the same
host. The Sebek server could be any host on the LAN which is one hop away from the honeypot,
while the honeywall could be on another machine which is used to control the outgoing traffic.

Honeypot hunter from send-safe.com will help to avoid honeypot email proxies and find safer
proxies for spammers’ use. This is one of the earlier signs of the blackhat community taking notice
of honeypots.

Finally, just the way the network defenders cannot be sure whether a particular intruder was truly
entrapped, the attacker also is not sure if he is inside a honeypot or not. The attacker can do some
guesswork, but just determining that the target machine is not a real machine but a virtual one
cannot be automatically concluded as a honeypot. For example many legitimate applications run in
virtual machines, so just determining the operating system is VMware or UML doesn't clearly
indicate that it is a honeypot. In the similar way a network defender could insert a few signs of
honeypot signatures inside legitimate servers. So a worm or an intruder, if their first action is to
check the signs of a honeypot, they can easily be scared away from the legitimate computers. This
is a good side effect of research into defeating the honeypots.

Customised honeypots have an edge over publicly known honeypot technologies.  Customisation
could be done to achieve different issues, for example making the logging mechanism to be
stealthier or making your honeypot ready to detect unknown attacks against some particular
programs etc. The main problem is, this demands more effort and understanding of the system from
the sysadmin.

In  chapter 8, I discuss some strategies and simple modifications that could possibly be used in a
honeypot.
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CHAPTER7

APPLICATIONS OF HONEYPOTS

Ever since Honeynet alliance was started in late 1999, there has been a good level of involvement
of people in this honeypot technology.  As a result, honeypot applications have increased in these
few years.  It seems that it is addressing more problems than many people anticipated that they
would.  When Cliff Stoll followed the hacker in Lawrence Berkeley Lab computers, his main
intention was to catch the attacker. As a part of that he tracked his movements both inside of the
trapped computer and in the network.  Cliff was able to find out how the hacker is exploiting the
system and also guessed the attackers level of intelligence. Since this hacker was persistent, he
wanted to catch him. That was his main intention (Finally he did, but that is another story).

In 1999, when Lance et al started the honeynet project, their main intention was not to catch
attackers but to study their techniques and understand their motives. One of their ambitious goals is
to find zero day attacks on networks.

Some of the anticipated applications of honeypots are

1) Attracting the attacker towards a honeypot, thereby mitigating the risk to production servers.
Meanwhile system administrators will have more time to get ready for impending attacks.

2) By logging the attacker’s keystrokes and forensic procedures, we can identify their techniques
and study their motives.

3) To identify unknown security bugs in operating systems and services and to capture the exploits
used by the attackers.

The irony is, their original goals have hardly been reached. However with increased popularity
among the security research community, honeypots proved useful in many other application areas
in the last few years.

The traditional applications of honeypots were well discussed in the book, “Know your enemy”. In
this chapter we look more into newer applications of honeypots that emerged due to the research
community’s interest in honeypots.

7.1) Spam detection and preventing further propagation: Spam control using honeypots can be
done in three steps.

i) During email harvesting by spambots: The first step spammers do is to harvest emails from
websites. Spambots crawl through the websites to find email addresses in your website. Invalid
email addresses could be inserted into webpages and when the spambots send any spam to these
email addresses the sender IP can be recognised and emails coming from this address to valid email
addresses can be categorised as spam.
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ii) Using open proxies and open relays as honeypots: Open proxy means the proxy can be used
without authentication. Basically a proxy will allow a client to use a server anonymously. For the
client it will act as the server and for the server it acts as the client. Spammers use open proxies to
maintain anonymity while sending spam emails. The more number of proxies they use, the lower
the chance they will be traced back to their original source. Similarly open relays can also be used
by spammers. Here relay means an MTA which can use the SMTP protocol. An open relay is one
which can be used without authentication. These are not legal in US since 2003 but there are still
open relays operating in the wild.

Open proxies and open relays set up as honeypots can be used to capture the traffic of spam, and
forensic analysis can be done to identify and classify the spam content. This work is also useful in
guessing the trends in the spamming industry. Recently, honeypots were used to find out about a
new trend of email spamming using images [Ref15]. This kind of spamming can defeat content
based filtering techniques because it is difficult to analyse a binary image. After the finding, the
research community can look into new directions in image classification. This way honeypots can
propel new research areas. For example Barracuda's spam firewall included a facility to scan the
images with OCR and analyse the characters for spam content after they found that around 25% of
spam that are caught in their honeypots  are images.

7.2) Identifying compromised machines inside a network: Honeypots can be used to identify
compromised machines within your network. The logic is simple. If traffic (other than general
broadcast packets) is coming to the honeypot from a specific machine from within your network, it
is very likely that host is compromised. Georgia Tech honeynet project people have published their
work in finding out compromised machines in their network. According to the results they
published, honeypots can be of good help in finding hacked machines. They found 26 IRC-bots
within their network in one month.

7.3) Bot-net identification and control: Bot-nets emerged as a major security threat in recent
years. There is a lot of interest in the underground hacker community about botnets because of the
potential financial dividends. The threat from botnets is so big that even nations should worry about
them. A bot is basically a compromised host on internet which can be controlled from a remote
host. Some malicious usages of botnets are

1) Use a botnet to click on your competitor’s Google ads. This will increase the advertising costs of
your competitor without actually getting real customers.
2) You can start a small webserver in each of the bots with web links to a specific website. This
will increase website’s page rank when Google indexes it. Many businesses will want to have their
website get a higher rank.
3) Botnets can be used to launch a DDOS attack on your rival website.

Recently a 20 year old hacker was given a 57 month sentence for using a large bot-net to earn more
than $100,000 [Ref16]. In The Netherlands police arrested a group for controlling a botnet of more
than 1.5 million compromised computers [Ref17]. These developments of law enforcements
cracking on bot masters made some of them go underground, but the threat level is still
significantly very high.
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Considering their inherent strength of distributedness, mitigation of the botnet threat is very
important. Honeypots can be used to find the botnets and nullify them. One of the ways which
Georgia honeynet members suggested is like the following. Let a high interaction honeypot
computer be compromised and a bot be loaded. Normally bots will run an IRC client where they
receive commands from a remote computer. This way bots can be used to do specific actions like
running a web server or download some music etc. A bot can receive commands from a remote
computer to upgrade itself to become more powerful and stealthy. So after the compromise, we can
do forensic analysis (reverse engineering) on bot software to find which IRC server it is connecting
to. Normally when bots connect to a server, they use a DNS name rather than an IP address to
allow some flexibility. So by looking at what domain name it is connecting to, we can find which
ISP service that is hosting that domain. We can contact the concerned ISP provider to block that
particular domain.

7.4) Creating signatures of unknown attacks.
Creating signatures of worms and viruses is a regular part of computer security management.
Normally when a worm or virus is released in the wild, researchers will analyse manually the
binary and traffic patterns of the virus or worm using some tools and create a signature for the
virus. So this process will take some time, typically a few days. Some worms do most of the
damage by that time. It would be much faster if we can create the signatures automatically. In his
work in Honeycomb, the 'author' has tried an architecture using honeypots. The honeycomb
architecture is basically a low interaction honeypot, using a modified Honeyd like shown in the
following figure.

Figure 9 [Ref18].

While Honeyd will provide the personalities for different services, the Honeycomb plug-in will
manage the connections and create signatures using the largest common string algorithm.
Honeycomb basically compares the incoming traffic to the same port of the honeypot systems. The
LCS algorithm basically takes data from 2 different incoming connections to give a signature if it
has found any, conforming to some conditions like minimum length of the signature etc. The data
from two different connections are selected in horizontal as well as vertical fashion as shown in
figure 10 and figure11.
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Figure 10 [Ref18].

Horizontal mode means data packets from the same depth in the 2 connections as shown in the
figure above. This works well if the packet size satisfies a certain minimum length. In the above
figure two connections A and B are monitored by the honeycomb plug-in. Incoming messages of
the same depth are passed to the LCS algorithm. LCS will output the signatures if it finds one.
Depending on its length, we can either accept it or ignore it. This method will miss signatures if
they span across the messages of different depths.
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Figure 11 [Ref18].

In vertical, the data packets at different depths in one connection are merged before passing to the
LCS algorithm as shown in figure 11. This is necessary because packets do go through
fragmentation and different protocols have different demands on packet sizes. So the packet sizes
could be very small and could miss a signature pattern form horizontal inspection.

If the LCS (largest common string) algorithm is given the two following inputs, it would give the
‘salata’ as output.

fetaramasalatapatata
insalataramoussaka

So the signatures generated by the LCS machine could be filtered and categorized according to
some rules like minimum length, and frequency of occurrence etc.
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The main drawback of this work is that the worm should reach the honeypot traffic several times
before a signature can be generated. There should not be too much of other traffic, because
Honeycomb has a limited capacity to handle connections. So if a previous connection from the
same worm is lost, a comparison using the LCS algorithm cannot be done.

7.5) Fighting worms:  If a worm is scanning your honeypot, the source of the worm is most
probably infected with that worm.  So it is still vulnerable to that worm and the honeypot can use
the same exploit and control the target and can remove the worm from the machine.

7.6) Fighting inside threats using honeypots. For example if you want to find out if anyone is
trying to sniff network traffic, you could send false information like an invalid password or
username at the data link layer, and if that information is used in the network, you have a potential
insider threat.

7.7) Immunity code propagation to control the effect of mobile malicious code using
distributed honeypot architecture: This is one of the ambitious applications of honeypots I have
studied during the thesis work. In this work the authors has suggested a dynamic distributed
strategy to immunize large networks (possibly Internet) from virus infection [Ref19]. One of the
crucial assumptions made by the authors in this work is that it is possible to automatically analyse
the virus and create vaccines for them, and in quick time, without human intervention. A quote
from their paper says, “Computer viruses are much less complex than their biological counterparts
and are much easier to analyse and characterise”. Well, it is true that computer viruses are much
less complex than biological ones, but they are not still easier enough to automatically analyse and
create automatic vaccines in quick time. The other problem in this whole scenario is that a
honeypot should be able decide on its own that it has been infected. This task itself is a tricky one.
The next step is it should be able to produce a vaccine (a NIDS signature is not enough) for the
virus.  After these assumptions the real work from the authors starts. Honeypots will be placed
around the internet with a suitable density. And when a new virus is on the loose and infecting the
hosts on the internet, it is possible that the virus infects one of the honeypots at an early stage of the
infection (a virus could be written to smartly avoid honeypots, but that’s another case). Honeypots
are placed sparsely around the internet, and a secure communication channel exists between them
to facilitate movement of the vaccine to all the honeypots. Each honeypot is responsible to pass the
immunity to the real hosts within its own vicinity. Depending on the number of honeypots placed,
the probability of it being infected will vary. Once the honeypot is infected with the virus, it will
take some time to develop the immunity. This time can be called (tdev). After the immunity is being
developed, the honeypot has to distribute the vaccine to the rest of the honeypots using the secure
channel and all the honeypots can inject the vaccine into the hosts in their vicinity. The average
time required for a node to infect its neighbouring node is taken as (tinf) and the average time taken
by the immunization agent to immunize its neighbour can be (timm). To verify the concept the
authors have done simulations by considering 502 email Ids, each email address as a node, and the
email IDs in its address book are considered as neighbours. With suitable values of (tdev),( tinf), (timm)
and the honeypot density values, the simulation gave the following figure. The lines drawn in blue
colour are original network edges. The lines drawn in red are those edges which were used to pass
the virus, resulting in the infection of the end node. In the figure shown below the graph and
clusters shown above the horizontal time axis is virus infection in the absence of the immunization
agent. And the clusters shown below the time axis are simulations done using the honeypots
architecture. Without the immunization process, the red lines are increasing as the time goes on.
The cluster below the time axis shows the effect of the immunization agent. Once the immunization
agent is developed by the honeypot, it will spread just like a virus but to immunise the network
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against the virus. The green lines in the clusters are the edges the immunization agent travels. In the
second case we can see more green lines as time passes.

Figure 12 [Ref19].

Remarks:
i) How do you prove a particular network packet contains a worm or virus? Even if it does

some damage to your system, it is very difficult to prove that it is a virus, because any other
legitimate system service could delete some files as a part of clean up.

ii) I found no documented proof that automatic generation of a worm or virus signatures in
real-time are practical and guaranteed. This is a crucial assumption if this benevolent worm
should work to eliminate a worm or virus threat from internet world.

iii) There is a danger that patches or immunization agent may work in some versions of an OS
and may not work in others.

7.8) Researching phishing attacks using honeypots: ‘Phishing’ is tricking an innocent user into
giving away sensitive personal information. Typically phishers do this by visually imitating a
legitimate website like a bank’s web portal. Phishing is a big problem since quite a while, because
it allows the bad guys to benefit financially at the expense of victim. The problem in stopping
phishing attacks is that there are so many varieties to it and it is a very difficult task to educate all
computer users to understand about phishing. Because of this inherent difficulty, phishing still is a
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good choice for blackhats. Basically the phishing problem doesn’t have a good solution and
honeypots’ role in controlling the phishing attacks is also limited, but a worthy one.  A typical
phishing cycle starts like this

i) Compromise some machine on the internet and setup a webserver with a DNS name similar  to
that of the target website.
ii) A rootkit will also be installed generally to control the machine later on.
iii) Propagate scrupulous spam messages to direct people to visit the phishing website.
iv) If the customers of the actual service visit the phishing site, they might give away their personal
information. The phishing site will have the tools to process the input from users and send it to the
phishers by some way.
v) The phishers use this personal information to get financial advantage.

This research will mainly help in finding attacker trends in phishing attacks. Normally phishing
happen from a compromised computer, so honeypots can be of some help in this research effort.
We may not be able to stop the phishers doing their business from other compromised machines.
However we can inform the affected organisation about the ongoing phishing attacks.

This kind of research could also be used for malicious intent. For example if a bad guy has set up a
honeypot and let phishers work on it, it is possible that the honeypot researcher could get personal
information of the users and could still argue that he is just doing the research just like many
universities are doing. If he is allowed to do the honeypot research just like the university people
are, and if he just sells the information rather than directly using it, then it is very difficult to trace
the fraud to him. This way a lot of the dirty work that blackhats do, like compromising computers,
setting up webservers, sending spam etc, can be avoided by the bad guy and still he could get the
valuable personal information of users. Albeit, with a little bit more risk than hackers, since the
main work is done from his computer, which can be traced easily.
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CHAPTER8

CUSTOMISED HONEYPOTS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This chapter discusses the importance of customisation of honeypots.  Customisation here could
mean you can make it to be stealthier in your own way or you can tune it to identify a particular
attack. Honeypots taken from public research are prone to become a problem for you.  The attacker
has more time to study publicly known techniques offline, whereas customised honeypots will have
more resistance, because the attackers have to study the defeating techniques while they are
working on the honeypot.  As it has been said in chapter 5, there are some serious problems with
not well controlled honeypots.

And with careful modification of a honeypot, it is possible to identify a well defined new attack.
Like I said in the 2nd chapter, it does not matter how sophisticated your deception technique is,
what matters finally is whether your enemy fell into it or not. The good news in cyber deception, is
there are several levels at which you can deploy the defence.  The bad news is determining in
advance which level will offer better deception. It greatly depends on the approach of the attacker
and his skill level etc.

You can do some things to make honeypots a bit more interesting than just stuffing it with lots of
software and waiting for attackers.  For example you can simulate some interesting traffic to and
from the honeypot. When an attacker enters into a honeypot, you could start some simulated traffic
from another real honeypot or a virtual honeypot.  This may attract the attacker to probe these other
honeypots too.  In this way it is possible to keep him confined and engaged in your honeynet
architecture.  One downside of this is, as this technique gets popular you could expect the attacker
suspecting the machine he is in. We could use social engineering to help ourselves. Another way of
attracting the intruders into our honeypot could be to post some message about the system problems
in a security related forum, giving some specific information like webserver versions, operating
systems and maybe IP addresses etc of our honeynet and then be ready to receive the suspicious
traffic.

Honey agents covertly deployed at each level will help attack detection either independently or in
cooperation. One such agent could sit inside the 'open' system call and inform when a secret file
(such as a credit card file) is opened.  It would be nice if research people publish their results as
seen on honeypots over a long period. This pattern can be useful in making small agents to
recognize the pattern, and these agents can be pushed onto the production servers (since they can be
of less weight). Honeyagents, I would like to define as some mechanism to identify some anomaly
system behaviour at a fine grain level.

In order to expect honey agents to give some results, we should know where to deploy them. Some
statistical data is necessary in order to devise these agents.  In one of the papers from GA honeynet
research, they have published the protocol level and port specific statistical data flow towards a
honeynet and general internet traffic over a period of one year.  The honeynet traffic was grabbed
from a honeynet that was installed inside their university network and for general traffic they
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installed the ‘NET@home’ program, and about 500 users volunteered to the project who were
spread over internet [Ref20].  Their results were based on 1 year of traffic.

No practical and useful characteristics pertaining to honeypot traffic were extracted. This I see as
the big drawback in their work.  Many of those observed results were similar in both general and
honeypot traffic.  For example they found similar levels of port scanning and similar behaviour in
failed connections. The ideal purpose of the work would be extracting patterns in honeypot traffic
and apply that knowledge to distinguish a normal and malicious traffic towards a home user.

Active honeypot:  Once an active attacker is inside your honeypot,  he should be kept in a
controlled view as much as possible. This involves the honeynet responding to the attacker’s
behaviour in a bid to keep the honeynet attractive enough and possibly discourage him from
moving out of it.

Dynamic honeypots:  Automating most of the configuration and deploying honeypots may be
useful in a network.  For example, if some Linux machines are added into your network, you
probably want to add a Linux honeypot in your honeynet. Virtual machines can be used to simulate
a real machine and thus adding a high interaction honeypot can also be automatic without human
involvement.

One important research direction, I believe, could be to find automated ways of disseminating
knowledge gathered by the honeypots to the production systems.

Active self defence: While cryptography, IDSs, firewalls, virus scanners etc have been there for
many years, honeypots are the new thing that came into fame in the last few years only. Recently
some people are talking about a 'strike back' or 'active self defence' approach for network security.
While this is not directly related to honeypots, honeypots could be used to assess the attacker’s
location and identity and therefore help pinpointing your strike back approach.  I did not see any
official technical papers supporting strike back concept for obvious reasons. Some young authors
are discussing this in some recent books Ref [21].
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSION
Honeypots will supplement the network security tools rather than replacing any of the existing
ones. Since their formal introduction to the research community, honeypots have come a long way
in helping the whitehat community. In this thesis I got the opportunity to study the existing network
security tools as well as honeypot contributions to the security research. Though they haven't
succeeded completely in a way that was anticipated, it is not a failed research topic. Honeypots
proved useful in novel and innovative ways in different fields. Thanks to a large interest from the
security community.
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